Community detection algorithms are a family of unsupervised graph mining algorithms which group vertices into clusters (i.e., communities). These algorithms provide insight into both the structure of a network and the entities that compose it. In this paper we propose a novel community detection algorithm based on the simple idea of fluids interacting in an environment, expanding and contracting. The fluid communities algorithm is based on the efficient propagation method, which makes it very competitive in computational cost and scalability. At the same time, the quality of its results is close to that of current state-of-the-art community detection algorithms. An interesting novelty of the fluid communities algorithm is that it is the first propagation-based method capable of identifying a variable number of communities within a graph.
Introduction
Community detection is one of the most popular graph mining tasks due to its capacity to find structural information in a network without supervision. Communities are typically defined by sets of vertices densely interconnected and sparsely connected with the rest of the graph. Hence, finding communities within a graph helps unveil the internal organization of a graph, and * Both authors contributed equally to this work can be used to characterize the entities that compose it (e.g., groups of people with shared interests, products with common properties, etc.).
One of the first and still most relevant community detection algorithms is the Label Propagation Algorithm (LPA) [9] . Although other community detection algorithms have been shown to outperform LPA, LPA remains relevant due to its scalability (with linear computational complexity O(E)) and yet competitive results [14] . Inspired by the efficiency of LPA and its propagation methodology, in this paper we propose a novel community detection algorithm which we call the Fluid Communities (FluidC) algorithm. This algorithm tries to mimic the behaviour of several fluids (i.e., communities) expanding and pushing one another in a shared, closed environment (i.e., graph), until an equilibrium state found. One of the most relevant features of FluidC is that it can find any number of communities in a graph (e.g., one may specify the number of communities FluidC must find) simply by initializing that number of fluids. To the best of our knowledge, FluidC is the first propagation-based algorithm with this property. At the same time FluidC avoids the generation of monster communities (a well known limitation of LPA [5] ) in a natural, non-parametric manner.
This paper is organized as follows: First, we review the related work in §2. The FluidC algorithm is presented and its characteristics described in §3. An empirical performance evaluation in compar-1 Figure 1 : FluC algorithm workflow for k=2 communities (red and green). Each labeled vertex has its associated strength. Label update rule is evaluated on the highlighted vertex (blue).
ison with top community detection algorithms is made in §4.
Related Work
Community detection became a popular problem at the begining of the 21st century, when several algorithms were proposed in a short span of time. An exhaustive evaluation of eight of these algorithms (Edge Betweenness [3] , Fast greedy [2] , Infomap [12, 11] , Label Propagation [9] , Leading Eigenvector [6] , Multilevel [1] , Spinglass [10] and Walktrap [8] ) was made in [14] , comparing their performance in terms of Normalize Mutual Information (NMI) and computing time. The comparison was made using the graphs provided by the LFR benchmark [4] , which defines setting more realistic than the GN benchmark [7] by including scale-free degree and cluster size distributions.
Results from [14] show that the fastest algorithm of the eight is the well-known LPA algorithm, due to the efficiency of the propagation approach. However, LPA has several important limitations, like a tendency towards the creation of monster communities with size over 50% of the graph. To avoid these monster communities [5] propose a variant of LPA called LPA-δ, which assigns an score to each label and incorporates hop attenuation. As a result, labels cannot spread more than a certain number of steps thus avoiding the formation of monster communities. Additionally, LPA-δ also includes vertex preference based on degree, which coupled with hop attenuation outperforms LPA. Another later variant of LPA called Diffusion and Propagation Algorithm (DPA) was proposed in [13] . DPA includes several improvements such as a dynamic hop attenuation evaluated at each iteration based on the proportion of vertices that change its label, and vertex preference based on the relative position of vertices within community. Both LPA and its variants find fixed number of communities for any given graph, not allowing the number of communities to be found as a parameter.
Fluid Communities Algorithm
The Fluid Communities (FluidC) algorithm is a community detection algorithm based on the idea of introducing a number of fluids (i.e., communities) within a non-homogeneous environment (i.e., graph), where fluids will expand and push each other influenced by the topology of the environment until stability. A fluid community will conquer parts of the environment which have a favorable topology (i.e., which are strongly connected with its vertices) while losing some parts to other fluid communities. Significantly, as a fluid community spreads through more vertices its density decreases, which reduces its ability to conquer and defend vertices. Consider a graph G = (V, E) formed by a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. FluidC initializes k fluid communities on k different vertices of V , communities that will begin expanding throughout the graph. At all times, each fluid community λ has a total density of 1.0. When a fluid community is compacted into a single vertex (e.g., at initialization), such vertex holds the full community density (i.e., 1.0), which is also the maximum density a single vertex may ever have. As a community spans through multiple vertices, its density becomes evenly distributed among the vertices that compose it.
The FluidC workflow follows the propagation approach introduced by LPA. On each step, FluidC iterates over all vertices in random order, updating the community each vertex belongs to using an update rule. Simply put, the update rule sums the densities of a vertex neighbours community-wise, including itself, and returns the community with maximum density. If the maximum density is shared by two or more communities but the previous community of the vertex is not among those, a random one is chosen. If the previous community of the vertex is among the set of communities with maximum density, the vertex keeps its previous community. Notice this guarantees that no community will ever be eliminated from the graph, since, when a community is compressed into a vertex, this community has the maximum possible density for the update rule of that vertex (i.e., 1.0). Formally, we define the updating rule as follows 
where v is the evaluated vertex, C v is the updated community of v, N v are the neighbours of v, c refer to a community from set of all communities C, D w is the density assigned to vertex w and C w is the community vertex w belongs to. δ(C w , c) is the Kronecker delta between C w and c community. An example of the FluidC algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . The complete pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown in the Appendix. FluidC is originally designed to be asynchronous. A straightforward synchronous version of FluidC would not guarantee that all communities have a total density of 1.0 at all times. In other words, it would not guarantee that a community is composed by at least one vertex at all times.
FluidC avoids monster communities through the spread of density. A large community (when compared to the rest of communities in the graph) can only keep its size by having a lot of intracommunity edges which make up for the larger spread of density (see Figure 2) . The mobility of fluid communities (notice the initial vertex of a community may belong to a different community by the end of the algorithm) provides a robust behavior in the context of random initialization. Regardless of where initial community vertices are placed, fluid communities will push one another towards positions coherent with the graph topology (see Figure 1 for an example).
FluidC allows for the specification of the number of communities to be found, simply by initializing a variable number of fluids in the environment. This is a powerful and desirable property for data analytics, as it enables the study of the graph and its entities at several levels of specificity. Although a few community detection algorithms had this feature (e.g., Walktrap), none of those were based on the efficient propagation method.
Evaluation
Next we evaluate the FluidC algorithm using the LFR benchmark. This consist on measuring performance in terms of NMI for a set of different graphs generated by LFR. These set of graphs comes from combining six graph sizes (|V | =233, 482, 1000, 3583, 8916 and 22186) and 25 different mixing parameter values (from 0.03 to 0.75). The mixing parameter is the average fraction of vertex edges which connect to vertices from other communities. Formally, it is defined as
To guarantee coherency, each combination of graph size and mixing parameter is computed 20 times, which results in 20 different graphs per combination (3,000 in total). This is a similar evaluation as the one used in [14] . Besides the graph size and mixing parameter, the LFR benchmark also requires a list of hyperparameters to generate a graph. For consistency, we have use the same ones defined in [14] , shown in Table 1 .
Results are reported in Figure 3 To study FluidC computational cost, we compare the cost of one full iteration (checking and updating the communities of all vertices of the graph) with that of LPA. Figure 4 shows the iteration average time following the same structure used to evaluated performance in Figure 3 . FluidC algorithm has iteration computing times very similar to LPA for all graph sizes and mixing parameters. Notice that iteration average computing time is almost unaffected by mixing parame-ter. This is particularly relevant considering that LPA is one of the fastest community detection algorithms available today [14] .
These results indicate that FluidC has comparable performance to top community detection algorithms (e.g., Multilevel, Walktrap) while being as computationally efficient as the fastest algorithm (LPA).
